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1. Japan’s agricultural fertilizer imports

“Japan depends on imports for nearly all domestic use of nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium. After the Russian invasion of Ukraine,
domestic fertilizer prices jumped 40% in November from a year ago
amid global supply concerns and a weak yen. Japan depends on
China for around 90% of its phosphorus imports.”

“Russia is a major fertilizer producer and China is a key phosphorus
supplier. Beijing, however, has restricted fertilizer exports since
October 2021. As such, resources are disproportionately distributed
and it has been difficult for Japan to secure alternative suppliers.”

And:

“It depends on Russia and Belarus, which is a close ally of Moscow,
for nearly 30% of its potassium chloride supply, but imports from the
two countries have effectively stopped due to the increasingly tense
situation in Ukraine.”

“China had supplied Japan with about 90% of its ammonium
phosphate and nearly 40% of its urea. But in October last year,
Beijing implemented restrictions on exports of the materials to
prioritize domestic demand.”

“As a result, in April the import price of urea rose to about ¥120,000
per ton, that of ammonium phosphate rose to about ¥140,000 and
potassium chloride increased to about ¥80,000. These prices were 2.1
to 2.6 times those in April last year.”

2. Myanmar’s strategic importance to China

“The construction of a dual-use deep-sea port in Kyauk Phyu is the
crown jewel of the corridor project and the port could potentially
cater to future deployments of the Chinese navy in the Indian Ocean.
The transport corridor and trade with Myanmar will also offer China’s
southwestern provinces energy security and opportunities for
economic development.”

https://needtoknownow.substack.com/
https://needtoknownow.substack.com/
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Agriculture/Japan-to-prop-up-fertilizer-output-with-subsidies-amid-inflation
https://asianews.network/surging-fertilizer-prices-hit-japanese-farmers-hard/
https://asianews.network/surging-fertilizer-prices-hit-japanese-farmers-hard/
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“In the regional context, the establishment of a foothold for the
Chinese navy on Myanmar’s west coast would lead to a redrawing of
the security architecture around the Indian Ocean. In a not-too-
distant future, the West might be looking into a scenario where
China’s southwestern border is de facto drawn at what Chinese
diplomats, in private, refer to as “‘our’ west coast.”

3. One of the problems with AI-driven automation

“The ‘new automation’ of the next few decades—with much more
advanced robotics and artificial intelligence (AI)—will widen the
range of tasks and jobs that machines can perform, and have the
potential to cause much more worker displacement and inequality
than older generations of automation. This can potentially affect
college graduates and professionals much more than in the past.
Indeed, the new automation will eliminate millions of jobs for vehicle
drivers and retail workers, as well as those for health care workers,
lawyers, accountants, finance specialists, andmany other professionals.”

China-Myanmar Economic Corridor: Direct access to the Indian Ocean

https://needtoknownow.substack.com/
https://needtoknownow.substack.com/
https://www.diis.dk/en/research/myanmar-chinas-west-coast-dream
https://www.diis.dk/en/research/myanmar-chinas-west-coast-dream
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2022/01/19/understanding-the-impact-of-automation-on-workers-jobs-and-wages/
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2022/01/19/understanding-the-impact-of-automation-on-workers-jobs-and-wages/
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2022/01/19/understanding-the-impact-of-automation-on-workers-jobs-and-wages/
https://www.diis.dk/en/research/myanmar-chinas-west-coast-dream
https://www.marshmclennan.com/insights/publications/2018/jul/the-twin-threats-of-aging-and-automation.html
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4. At a glance: Minerals, EVs and conventional cars

And:

5. The Future of Cyberwarfare in the Indo-Pacific

“One involves the effort to misinform or manipulate public opinion in
a given territory, for instance, through disinformation campaigns. In
strategies pursued by countries such as China and Russia, the
information environment is an integral part of their broader hybrid
and cyberwarfare doctrine. It is also an area in which these countries
have developed sophisticated capabilities at an industrial scale.”

“A second overlooked dimension are strategies that consequentially
seek to undermine an adversary’s economic prosperity.”

Mineral content by weight in electric vehicles compared to conventional cars (Mining.com)

International Energy Agency: Minerals used in electric cars compared to conventional cars (IEA.org)

ORF: The Future of Cyberwarfare in the Indo-Pacific

https://needtoknownow.substack.com/
https://needtoknownow.substack.com/
https://www.orfonline.org/research/the-future-of-cyber-warfare-in-the-indo-pacific/
https://www.orfonline.org/research/the-future-of-cyber-warfare-in-the-indo-pacific/
https://www.orfonline.org/research/the-future-of-cyber-warfare-in-the-indo-pacific/
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics/charts/minerals-used-in-electric-cars-compared-to-conventional-cars
https://www.mining.com/web/evs-vs-gas-vehicles-what-are-cars-made-out-of/
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An introduction to the Need To Know Now newsletter

The world is changing fast, right now, in ways that we’re
sometimes simply not aware of, and in ways it is easy to
misunderstand.

At this early stage, we aim to deliver a look at those items, articles,
reports and commentaries that we believe supplement the headline
narratives that we encounter on a range of issues, providing useful
contexts to consider around the challenges that we face, today.

To illustrate: much is made of Asia as a ‘forever source’ of
production capacity, with an assumption of never-ending growth,
but do population trends - and projections - support the ‘forever’
view? And, if not, what does that mean for today, and for
tomorrow, on a range of considerations spanning economic, social,
societal, regional and geopolitical?

Because of this, subject areas will span a range - technologies,
supply chains, geopolitics (where not simply too large to attempt
looking at), emerging risks and beyond.

Given the launch date - January 2023 - this is something of a work-
in-progress. Ideally, down the track we’re aiming for two editions in
the working week of around 5 items per edition, supplemented by a
weekender which looks at a particular item or subject. But this, of
course, depends on whether we’re able to satisfy a reading audience.

Only time will tell, for Need To Know Now and on a host of subjects.

Need To Know Now newsletters will be published on LinkedIn and
on Substack so you have a choice of platforms.

Connect with me to comment, make suggestions, or simply to
network - more links are at the foot of this page.

And, if Asia's tech scene is of interest, I run a newsletter and a variety
of online platforms reporting on that space under Startup News Asia.
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/wadekw/
https://www.facebook.com/StartupNewsAsia
https://twitter.com/wadekwright
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https://wadekwright.substack.com/
https://disinfodocket.com/?ref=NeedToKnowNow
https://disinfodocket.com/?ref=NeedToKnowNow
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https://www.startupnewsasia.com/
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